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WFORM: A graphical speech-waveform
editing and analysis system

GEORGE J. BOGGS and MICHAEL D. CONNELLY
GTE Laboratories, Waltham, Massachusetts

A graphical waveform editor for use in speech research applications is described. The editor
operates in 32 kwords of main memory on a DEC LSI-l1/23 microcomputer under the RSX-llM
operating system. The graphics subsystem is a Hewlett-Packard vector graphics controller and
display unit. The editor is written in ANSI standard FORTRAN IV to promote portability. WFORM
is capable of reading speech files and displaying the contents of these files in either visual or
auditory format. In addition, the editor provides the capability to excise arbitrary portions of
speech files, concatenate several speech files, and modify the contents of speech files by window
ing. Speech analysis is also available in the form of the fast Fourier transform, and a number
of windowing techniques are useful for Fourier analysis. The results of the Fourier transform
can be displayed either in the form of power spectra or as a rough spectrograph.

Recent interest in research requiring digital speech
recording andlor synthesis has generated a need for
general-purpose software that provides digital speech
editing facilities. In particular, a speech-waveform edi
tor that operates on integer data of the form described by
Boggs, Alley, and Guzdial (1984) or Klatt (1979) is use
ful for such research. In this paper, we describe the oper
ation and structure of a speech-waveform editor designed
for research purposes.

The software described here is written in ANSI stan
dard FORTRAN IV to promote portability, and it runs
on a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) LSI-ll/23
microprocessor running the RSX Il-M (Version 4.0)
operating system. The software, as written, requires the
use of the Hewlett-Packard (H-P) 1351A vector graphics
controller, the H-P BllB vector graphics display unit,
a DEC DRV-lll parallel I/O interface board, and a 12
bit bipolar two's-complement digital-to-analog convertor
(DAC).

Several functional and useful waveform editors already
exist. System dependence in terms of graphics equipment,
data transfer, and DAC facilities is an apparently unavoid
able characteristic of the editors that are low in cost. This
editor is obviously no exception. However, the graphics,
data communications, and DAC facilities operate on a
fairly simple set of rules and instructions that are repli
cated or imitated to a greater or lesser degree by other
generally available and affordable hardware, and system
portability is generally quite straightforward. In addition,
the minimal memory requirements of this editor
(32 kwords) makes it practical to perform waveform edit
ing on small systems for which such a possibility did not
previously exist. Hence, the software can be regarded as
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a practical approximation to the general problem of edit
ing speech waveforms in the psychological laboratory with
a minimum of investment. One unfortunate, but unavoid
able (given the constraints of RSX-IIM), aspect of the
WFORM is that the editor only accommodates 1 sec of
speech. For less restrictive operating systems, this limi
tation can be overcome simply by increasing the array
size of a single variable and by slightly altering the x
axis labeling and file-read routines.

Finally, it was a major goal in the software develop
ment effort to produce an editor that is easy to use and
maintain and to incorporate a variety of options useful
for psychologically oriented speech research. The user
interface is menu driven, and (nearly) mistake proof. All
options available to the user at any time are fully
documented on-line, and typing errors (other than those
that cause the operating system to fail) are correctable and
nonfatal. For maintainability, the program is internally
documented and modular. This makes it straightforward
for users with FORTRAN programming experience to un
derstand and modify the code if necessary .

Although the software interface has been designed for
the naive user, the software does not pretend to be a
tutorial on speech-waveform analysis. Some knowledge
of speech and signal analysis (e.g., the utility of the dis
crete Fourier transform) is presumed and is necessary to
obtain maximum benefit from the system.

The operation of the waveform editor is depicted in the
block diagram shown in Figure 1. Global user commands
are processed through the main module, WFORM, and
appropriate modular subroutines are called from WFORM
to perform specific functions. There are a number of these
subroutines, described later in the paper, and they are ac
cessed via the overlay capability of RSX-11M. The speech
waveform resides in a common block denoted IWAVEl.
The various modular subroutines called by WFORM per
form graphical, analytic, and playback functions on the
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the software structure for WFORM.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

data contained in /WAVEl, but cannot manipulate the data
directly. The common block IWAVEl contains a maxi
mum of 1,000 msec of continuous speech (assuming a
sampling rate of 10 kHz).

The graphical instructions that control the plotting of
vectors on the graphics-display subsystem are not sent
directly to the display from the FORTRAN modules. The
graphics instructions are sent to the H-P 135lA controller
(via the DRV-111 parallel interface). After receiving the
graphics instructions, the H-P l351A modifies and main
tains the graphics display. This feature is particularly use
ful on small and/or multiuser computer systems, because
the computing resources necessary to maintain the dis
play are not drawn from central processing resources.

Select New Current Waveform
Whenever a new waveform is read into memory, the

visual representation (as shown in Figure 2) appears on
the graphics display. The vector plot has 1,024 pixels on
both the x and y axes. Only 1,000 of the pixels are used
for plotting on the x-axis to allow room for axis labels.
Whenever a waveform is displayed, the x-axis is scaled
such that the full extent of the x-axis is used to represent

FILE EDITING UTILITIES

Figure 2. Initial screen display after entering WFORM. The dis
play represents a 370-msec vowel la/.

Psychologically oriented speech research often requires
a software facility that permits the creation of new speech
files that are nothing more than concatenated segments
of other files. This waveform editor allows flexibility
in concatenating waveform files. The editor assumes that
all waveform data is in the range of 4,095 to 0, cor
responding to DAC voltages of -5 V to +5 V, respec
tively.

When WFORM is invoked, the user specifies an input
file containing the waveform to be edited. WFORM then
reads the contents of the waveform file into memory and
displays the entire waveform in a plot of amplitude versus
time, as shown in Figure 2. (Figure 2 is a 370-msec dis
play of the vowel lal synthesized by the Klatt, 1979, syn
thesis software.) After display of the waveform file, the
user selects one of several options from the main menu.
The following sections describe the menu options that per
form the editing, splicing, and creation of new waveform
files.

formed without alteration to the original waveform data.
This feature precludes having to reenter the same wave
form file after an unsuccessful editing attempt. It is pos
sible, however, to enter a new permanent waveform file
after returning to the main menu or after creation of an
edited temporary file.
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The various utilities found in the editor can be roughly
divided into two categories. The first category includes
utilities that perform actual editing on waveform files.
These utilities display the waveform (or specified portions
of the waveform) on the graphics display, save portions
of the waveform in temporary (or scratch) files, and cre
ate new permanent files containing waveforms composed
of waveforms contained in temporary files. The second
category includes utilities that perform various analyti
cal and mathematical operations on waveforms. These in
clude waveform scaling for display (e.g., volts or
decibels), discrete Fourier transforms, and various win
dowing functions.

At no time in any of the utilities is the basic waveform
that is stored in IWAVEl physically changed in any way.
All results are provided either visually, aurally, or on disk
storage. Any sequence of functions can therefore be per-



the duration of the waveform. Because the duration of the
displayed waveform is often greater than 100 msec (cor
responding to exactly 1 pixel/sample), an integer variable
(SR) contains the number of samples between successive
points. SR is greater than 1 only when the utterance is
longer than 1,000 samples or 100 msec. This permits a
speech sample whose duration exceeds the resolution of
the graphics display to be displayed (at the expense of a
completely true view of the file).

Display of Selected Endpoints
The user selects a temporal segment of the current

waveform (the contents of /WAVEl) by selecting the ap
propriate option from the main menu. The user is
prompted for the endpoints of the segment to be displayed
(in milliseconds). These endpoints specify the temporal
window through which the current waveform will be
viewed.

The reader should note that temporal endpoints are
selected by entering time values rather than by using a
movable cursor. A movable cursor is often desirable in
waveform editing. In fact, movable cursors were evalu
ated during the development of this editor; however, this
particular configuration of processor, operating system,
and graphics peripherals did not permit movable cursor
action with satisfying results (in terms of constant cursor
velocity).

After the endpoints are specified, a vertical line is plot
ted on the display at the specified temporal endpoints (on
the x-axis). Above each line is displayed the scale units
corresponding to the y-axis. An example is shown in
Figure 3, where the user specified endpoints of 100 and
200 msec for the waveform plotted in Figure 2. Because
the specified endpoints represent points in the file where

Figure 3. The 37D-msec vowellal after the user selected two end
points for splicing at 100 msec and 200 msec. Note the amplitude
values displayed above each vertical line segment denoting the end
points.
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Figure 4. The vowel lal expanded within the range 100 msec to
200 msec.

the waveform segment will be delimited, and the density
of the samples is only 1 sample per 0.1 msec, any part
of a user input beyond the first decimal place is simply
truncated by the editor. The new display will simply be
a temporal segment of the entire waveform, with the ex
tent of the segment being the endpoints specified by the
user. The x-axis is also relabeled from the lower to the
higher endpoint in 10 increments of Xo of the new wave
form segment's range.

If either of the temporal boundaries input by the user
is less than 0 msec or greater than the total duration of
the speech waveform, a message appears on the user ter
minal requesting a new boundary. If the upper boundary
is less than the lower, both boundaries must be reentered.
Therefore, the editor will not fail with boundary input er
rors, and any boundaries that pass through the error
checking routine must be nominally and ordinally valid.

Display New Current Waveform
After the user is permitted to specify new waveform

endpoints, the new waveform is displayed across the ex
tent of the x-axis. Figure 4 shows the new display after
the segment selected in Figure 3 is displayed. At this
point, the user has the option to return to the main menu.
New endpoints may then be specified if the current dis
play is not satisfactory.

Waveform Endpoint Manipulation
When editing speech, it is often desirable to ensure that

the ends of a waveform segment are at zero-volt cross
ings, because abrupt changes in voltage can cause audi
ble distortion during playback. There are two ways to
avoid this problem while editing. First, the editor con
tains a zero-crossing switch. When this switch is enabled,
the first positive-going zero crossing outside the endpoints
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selected by the user is selected as the true endpoint. The
state of the zero-crossing switch is set by the user in the
main menu (the default state is OFF).

Whether the zero-crossing switch is ON or OFF, the
user may specify that a triangular window be imposed on
the displayed waveformendpoints. The extentof the win
dow, inputby the user in milliseconds, can be in the range
0.1 msec (effectively no window, or a rectangular win
dow) to one half the total duration of the displayed wave
form. However, because only one value is entered, the
window must be symmetric. The duration of the window
is stored in SLOPE, and windowing is accomplished sim
ply by multiplying the first and last SLOPE milliseconds
of the waveform by a right triangular function that ranges
from zero at the endpoints to 1.0 at SLOPE milliseconds
into the displayed waveform. The effects of this opera
tion are shown in Figure 5, witha 20-msecwindow. Note
that multiplications are not performed on the contents of
IW AVEl, so the user may return to the original, un
changed waveform. As long as the displayed waveform
remains current, however, the windowed version of the
waveform is used in further displays, for writing to tem
porary files or for performing signal analysis.

Create Temporary or Permanent Files
The counterpart to the routine that specifies a new cur

rent waveform is a set of routines that store edited wave
forms in either temporary or permanent files. When the
user selects the option to store several waveformsin tem
porary files, separatefiles are not actually createdfor each
waveform segment. The waveform segments are written
into separate areas of a single temporary scratch file. A
direct-access scratchfile can be accessed in muchthe same
way as a memory-resident array, and this arrangement
is economicalin terms of bothmemory resourcesand disk
resources. After a scratch file has been created, the user

Figure 5. The 100- to 200-msec segment of the vowel /a/ with a
20-msec triangular window.

may return to the file he/she was editing with the current
waveformunchanged. If this is done, the situation remains
exactly as it was before the scratch file was created.
Another alternative available to the user is to read an en
tirely new speech file into the array IW AVEl. If the user
chooses to read a new file, the new file becomes the cur
rent waveform and overwrites any speech data present
in IWAVE/.

The user also has the option to create a permanent file
after the scratchfile has beencreated. This optioninvokes
a file-builder routine that creates, opens, and closesa new
permanent file. The contents of the new permanent file
are a user-specified concatenation of speech segments
from the scratch file. Upon selecting the permanent file
option, the user is given a listof previously createdscratch
file segments (note that it is impossible for this list to be
empty, since the permanent file option does not become
availableuntil at least one speech segment has been writ
ten to a scratch file). The user then specifies the order
of speech segments to be written to the permanent file.

All menu options in the permanent-file-builder routine
cause the permanent file(s) to be closed upon exit from
the routine. However, the scratch file, once created, ex
ists only for the remainder of the editing session. The op
tions available to the user upon exit from the permanent
file builder are: (1) return to the main menu; (2) read the
permanentfile just created into IWAVEl, displaythe file,
and exit the editor; and (3) read the new permanent file
as in (2) and return to the main menu.

WAVEFORM ANALYSIS UTILITIES

In addition to the editing features described above, a
set of utilities for waveform analysis is available. The
analysis routines operate on the waveform being dis
played, and not on the contents of IWAVEl. Therefore,
any analysisaction taken does not alter the data currently
residing in IWAVEl.

Select Y-Axis Units
The user can display the current waveform in units of

either volts or decibels on the y-axis. If a window has
been imposed, the window is accounted for when the y
axis units are transformed.

Display in volts involves converting the speech data
(which, in our case, are 12-bit integers in the range
0-4,095) to voltages in the range +5 V to -5 V. Since
our DAC is linear, the voltages are mapped onto the in
tegers usinga simplelinear relationship (e.g., +5 V = 0,
-5 V = 4,095).
If a display in decibels is desired, the y-axis units be

come decibels. See Figure 6 for a display of Figure 2 in
decibel units. To perform this conversion, the equation

dB = 20 log (V +6)

is used, where dB represents the amplitude in decibels,
V is the value in volts, and a correction factor of +6 is
used to avoid taking the logarithm of a negative or frac-



Figure 6. The full 376-msec synthetic vowel lal displayed with a
decibel scale on the y-axis.

tional number. The resulting scale ranges from just un
der 20 dB to 0 dB (i.e., 20 log 11 to 20 log 1).

To convert the amplitude in either voltage or decibels
to a height above the x-axis, the percentage

(AMP - LOWAMP)/RANGE

is computed, where (AMP - LOWAMP) is the height
of the current amplitude and RANGE is the total ampli
tude range. This percentage is then multiplied by the to
tal number of y-axis pixels (630) to obtaintheheight above
the x-axis,

Listen to Waveform Segment
When this option is selected, the currently displayed

waveform is passed to an assembly languagesubroutine
(PLYBCK). PLYBCK is a software handler for the DAC,
andthe DACis connected to a laboratory loudspeaker via
a low-pass filter (cutoffat 4.0 kHz, Butterworth charac
teristic, rolIoff 48 dB/octave) and power amplifier. It
should be noted that for time-shared operating systems,
such as RSX-11M, the activity of other users can inter
rupt the audio-playback process unlessexecution priori
ties are changed. A further discussion of this and other
system-specific issues is deferred to the next section.

Discrete Fourier Transform
In speech analysis, it is often desirable to view the

speech signal in the frequency domain. A plethora of soft
ware exists for this purpose, and we selected an assem
bly language routine (Day, 1974) available through the
Digital Equipment User's Society (DECUS). This rou
tine performs a radix-2 fast Fourier transform (FFT) on
N data points, where N is a power of 2 in the range
16 :5 N :5 1,024 (a 2,048-point option is available but
is not used in this editor).

The data must be supplied to the FFT in 16-bitinteger
form, witha decimal pointassumed between the twomost
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significant bits, andBit 16isa signbit. Thus, inputvalues
are normalized to the interval - 1 to +1, and are mapped
onto this interval simply by dividing the voltages by 5.

When invoked, the FFT routine computes the power
spectrumand returns the spectral data in the upper half
of the array that supplied the data to the FFT. The spec
tral data that emerge from the FFT are real in the inter
val 0 to 1. The spectraldata represent power amplitudes
corresponding to frequencies of i cyclesperN datapoints,
where i ranges from 0 to N/2. The power spectrum is
plotted from the spectraldata with frequency (0-5 kHz)
on the x-axis and decibels on the y-axis.

The editorsoftware provides two different ways of plot
ting the powerspectrum. The first of thesetreats the FFT
segments as discreteentities,plottingthepower spectrum
for each N-point segment. The current speech segment
that is input to the FFT is broken into N-point subseg
ments with overlap. Hence, the first subsegment cor
responds to the first N points of the segment, the second
subsegment runs from N/2 to 3N/2 points from the be
ginning, andso forth. The lastsubsegment, if it overshoots
the end of the segment, is padded withvalues correspond
ing to 0 V (e.g., 2,047) until the end of the N points re
quired is reached. After the first of these subsegments is
passed to the FFT, the function P(freq) (a log relative
power scale with values ranging from 0 to 00) is plotted
in the range0 dBto -60 dBon the y-axis, P is definedas

P[lO * (i1N)kHz] = lOlogA(i), i=O,I, ... , N/2,

where A(i) is the power spectrum estimate described
above. The A(i) valuesare plotted in Figure 7 for a 512
pointFFT on the waveformshownin Figure 2. This plot
is obviously only for the first 512 pointsof Figure 2, but
the user can continueto iterativelyplot successive trans
formsor can electto return to the mainmenuat anytime.

The secondway of representing the spectral estimates
attemptsto emulate the speechspectrogram, by comput-

Figure 7. Display ofthe first 512-point power spectrum estimates
for the synthetic vowel la/.
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ing the FFT for all of the N-point segments and display
ing the results with frequency on the y-axis and time (in
milliseconds) on the x-axis. The results of each transform
are converted into horizontal line segments whose rela
tive lengths are dependent on the magnitude of P(freq)
obtained from a particular transform. The line segments
are centered in the first half of the transform segment,
so that overlapping transforms do not yield overlapping
visual information. The results of this operation are shown
in Figure 8 for the entire speech segment shown in
Figure 2. Figure 9 shows a transform done on sinusoi
dal data, and more clearly represents the intended effect.

The length of each horizontal line shown in Figures 8
and 9 is quantitatively computed as follows. First, all the
transform segments are computed so that max[P(freq)]
is obtained. Max[P(freq)] is then normalized to span the
entire first-half range for its transform, and all others are
scaled according to

PCTRNG = [P(current) - (-60)] / [P(max) - (-60)].

The constant -60 is subtracted, since -60 is the mini
mum plottable value for P(freq). After the spectrogram
has been plotted, the user is returned to the main menu
for further editing and/or analysis.

Finally, the user can specify anyone of several win
dows to be imposed on the signal before performing the
FFT. The window type for all transforms is user-seleeted
when the FFT routine is entered. The windows currently
available in the editor are: rectangular, triangular, Han
ning, Hamming, Blackman, and Kaiser. The selection of
a window significantly affects the results of the FFT, and
the user should review the relevant signal-processing liter
ature if unfamiliar with these techniques.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The software described above is designed to meet the
general-purpose requirements for psychologically oriented

Figure 8. Emulation of a speech spectrogram for the 37o-msecsyn
thetic la/.

Figure 9. Emulation of a speech spectrogram for a quasispeech
segment representing the consonant-vowel pair Igal with sinusoidal
formant tracks.

speech research. However, it is necessary to briefly
describe the system-dependent aspects of the software so
that intersystem portability will be expedited.

The RSX-IIM Operating System
Due to the relatively small amount of user space gener

ally allowable under RSX-llM (32 kwords), the wave
form editor had to be written as a main module that calls
disk-resident subroutines to perform the basic operations.
Therefore, the overlay capability of RSX-llM was used.
As a normal task under RSX, the program WFORM.FTN
and its subroutines would greatly exceed the 32 kword
limit imposed by RSX. In our scheme, the main module,
common blocks, and a few selected subroutines reside in
main memory at all times. The remainder of the avail
able memory space is used to contain only the subroutine
currently being called. Therefore, the size of available
memory space will depend on the size of the largest
subroutine. The overlay description (given in DEC's
Overlay Description Language) is shown in Table 1.

The subroutines that drive the DAC, the clock (a KWV
llC clock board manufactured by DEC), and the DRV
111 parallel I/O board were written as handlers and not
installed in the operating system as device drivers. There
fore, for implementation on a similar DEC system and
operating system, a memory partition must be created in
high memory on the I/O page. The exact addresses for
this partition depend on the particular system configu
ration.

The subroutine PLYBCK, when used with multiuser
implementations of RSX (or other operating systems),
must be raised to maximum available priority during ex
ecution. Otherwise, the activity of other users (or the oper
ating system itself) will interrupt the handler and, thereby,
interrupt the speech playback. On our system, we raised
the priority of PLYBCK to 249, and disabled the line time



clock (the clockthat interrupts theprocessor every Y60 sec
to provide round-robin user task scheduling).

Table 1
ODL (Overlay Description Language) Description of

Waveform-Editing Software

The H-P 1351A and 1311B Graphics System
By far the most restrictive requirement for the editing

system is thedependence on theH-Pgraphics system. The
following description should permitthe adaptation of the
software for other graphic display systems.

The instruction set usedby the 1351A controller is the
H-P Graphics Generator Machine Language (GMML),
a device-dependent language that consists of 16-bit octal
values (some of which have arguments ANDed into the
least significant bits of the instruction). Descriptions of
this language are availble in the 1351A Graphics Gener
ator Operating and Service Manual (Hewlett-Packard,
1981) and in WFORM sourcecode. Inputfromthe LSI
11/23 to the 1351A is performed viathe DRV-l Llparallel
I/O board. It wasconvenient to buffer a sequence of in
structions anddata(common block IHPBUF/), anddeliver
the entire buffer at once by flushing IHPBUFI down to

CNTRL:
A:
B:
I:
C:
D:
E:
F:
G:
H:

.ROOT CNTRL - *(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I)

.FCTR WFORM-BUFAP-HPDRV

.FCTR AXES

.FCTR FFTN-*(FFT, WINDOZ)

.FCTR XAXIS

.FCTR WPLOT-UTIL

.FCTR FILEIN

.FCTR SCRFIL

.FCTR RESOLV

.FCTR FBUILD

.FCTR PLYBCK

.END
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the controller. The subroutine BUFAP performs the
buffering and flush operations, and output is controlled
by the subroutine HPDRV. HPDRV merely sends instruc
tions or data one word at a time down the communica
tions linkand monitors the handshaking between the two
devices.

TheH-Pinstruction setcontrols the behavior of thevec
tor graphics display. Among otherthings, the instructions
controlwhetherthe "pen" is up or downandcontrol the
file structure within the controller memory. Actually, the
controllerfile structure is the most distinctive feature of
the 1351A. The 1351A has8 kwords of on-board memory
in which dataandinstructions canbe stored. Theprogram
mer canpartition the on-board memory intoseveral files,
and manipulate these files as separate entities. This per
mitsselective erasureof portionsof the display, separate
handling of alphanumeric characters for labeling, anddy
namic updating of the screen contents.

AVAILABILITY

Copies of the sourcecode are available from the first
author at no charge. Copies on magnetic tape will be
provided on receipt of a replacement tape.
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